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INTRODUCTION
Concurrent copying garbage collection (GC) [Jones et al. 2012 ] moves live objects while application threads, or mutator threads (mutators), are running. Because both collector threads (collectors) and mutators may access the heap simultaneously, concurrent copying GC requires careful synchronization between the collectors and mutators to ensure that objects are moved correctly. In particular, if they are not correctly synchronized in the copy phase, in which the collectors copy objects to be 53:2 Tomoharu Ugawa, Tatsuya Abe, and Toshiyuki Maeda moved to their new locations, when a mutator writes to an object that a collector is copying, the value that the mutator is writing may be lost.
Assume that a collector is copying the value in field f of object o to the corresponding field of its copy oo using local variable x in the following program:
Additionally, assume that the mutators are using o at first, but change to using oo at some point. If a mutator writes to o.f after the collector executes the first line, the latest value is not copied, and so mutators will see the stale value after it changes to using oo. If a mutator writes to oo.f before the collector executes the second line, the latest value will be lost because it is overwritten on the second line. Although coarse-grained synchronizations such as locking objects with an ordinary mutex, can avoid this value lossage problem, modern concurrent copying GC, in particular real-time GC, uses fine-grained synchronizations Moss 2001, 2003; McCloskey et al. 2008; Pizlo et al. 2007b Pizlo et al. , 2008 , such as a compare-and-swap (CAS) instruction, for performance reasons and has the requirement of the lock-freedom of mutators. In this paper, we say that GC offers the łlock-freedom of mutatorsž if the read and write operations of at least one mutator can make progress.
In addition to the inherent difficulty of concurrent copying, the weak memory models of modern CPUs [Adve and Gharachorloo 1996] further complicate concurrent copying GC because read or write instructions, or both, may be executed out of order. Modern computing systems are based on concurrent/parallel processing designs for their performance advantages, and therefore, programs must also be written to exploit the designs. Writing such programs is, however, even more difficult and error-prone. For example, the x86 architecture [Intel 2016 ] allows writes to be reordered with succeeding reads. Such reordering can result in the value written by a mutator being lost, even in programs that should work properly provided that their instructions are executed in program order. In fact, we found such a fault in a concurrent copying GC algorithm, as described in Section 4.2.
Regarding correctness, the more synchronizations an implementation uses, the easier it is for the GC implementers to be confident of correctness. However, they would like to minimize the number of synchronizations because synchronizations impose a heavy overhead. Therefore, one challenge in concurrent copying GC is to design a concurrent copying protocol with a small but sufficient number of synchronizations. A concurrent copying protocol defines the following: (1) how the collectors copy objects; and (2) how the mutators should cooperate with the collectors. Mutator cooperation usually takes the form of barriers and yieldpoints [Azul 2008; Lin et al. 2015] . When a mutator reads from an object, it executes the read barrier procedure rather than reading directly from the memory location of the object. For writes, it executes the write barrier procedure. In addition to executing barrier procedures, each mutator may periodically poll a request for some work from the collectors at yieldpoints. Yieldpoints are typically used to ensure that the mutators have recognized the current value written by the collector.
However, there exists no formal and mechanical way to investigate the correctness of concurrent copying protocols under various memory models. For example, although various concurrent copying protocols have been proposed [McCloskey et al. 2008; Pizlo et al. 2007a Pizlo et al. , 2008 , none of their authors have formally discussed their correctness against memory models, except for Sapphire [Hudson and Moss 2003] , for which the correctness of its concurrent copying protocol was discussed in natural language. Such an investigative approach is also desired when porting a concurrent copying GC algorithm to other memory models from the model that the algorithm assumes. GC implementers have to modify the copying protocol of the GC algorithm according to the target memory models until the protocol works correctly, that is, they have to investigate the correctness of the modified protocol multiple times.
To address the problem, we studied the feasibility of model checking of the concurrent copying protocols with weak memory models. In this paper, we report our experience of investigation of a correctness-related property of concurrent copying protocols with various memory models using model checking; the investigated property is described in Section 2. Model checking is a formal verification method in which the program to be checked is translated into a state transition system that models the program. All possible states of the model reachable from the initial state are visited, and whether a given property holds in every state is checked. We used the McSPIN model checker [Abe and Maeda 2014] , which checks a program under a given memory model that the user defines in a domain specific language.
To check a wide range of concurrent copying protocols, we constructed common models of the heap and mutators, as described in Section 3. For each concurrent copying algorithm, we constructed its model, combined the model of the protocol with the common models, and conducted model checking using McSPIN, as described in Section 4.
The contributions of this paper include the following:
• We modeled various concurrent copying protocols with fine-grained synchronizations, that is, Stopless [Pizlo et al. 2007b] , Clover [Pizlo et al. 2008] , Chicken [Pizlo et al. 2008 ], Staccato [McCloskey et al. 2008] , and Sapphire Moss 2001, 2003; , in the modeling language of McSPIN [Abe and Maeda 2014] . We also modeled concurrent copying protocols with coarse-grained synchronizations (i.e., locking) or no synchronizations (using fragmented allocation) that appear in the GC handbook [Jones et al. 2012] , that is, the concurrent version of the Baker-style GC [Halstead 1985 ], replication GC [Nettles and O'Toole 1993; Nettles et al. 1992] , Compressor [Kermany and Petrank 2006] , Pauseless [Azul 2008] , and Schism [Pizlo et al. 2010 ].
• We investigated a correctness-related behavioral property of concurrent copying protocols against six memory models, total store ordering (TSO), partial store ordering (PSO), relaxed memory ordering (RMO), and their variants, in addition to sequential consistency (SC) using bounded model checking.
• We found that Stopless did not exhibit errors under some memory models that were weaker than x86 CPUs if a CAS instruction provided the full memory barrier effect. Furthermore, we modified the concurrent copying protocol of Stopless so that it can work with a CAS instruction that does not provide a memory barrier effect.
• We found that Staccato, which supports PSO and RMO, had a fault that prevented it from working under PSO or RMO. Although this fault could be caught if a memory model expert carefully reviewed the code, no one has reported it to the best of our knowledge, and we did not noticed before the model checker reported it. We modified the algorithm and fixed the fault.
• We also found that Clover did not work correctly, even with SC, because a corner case was missed.
PROPERTY TO BE VERIFIED
In this paper, we verify a correctness-related property that is defined as follows:
Under a single collector and a single mutator, the value a mutator reads from an object field is (1) the most recently written value, if the field has been written, or otherwise (2) the initial value.
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The reader might question whether the property is obviously true because it only considers one mutator, and no other mutator exists that may write a value to the slot.
However, this is not the case because not only the mutator but also the collector can access the same slot simultaneously. Unlike traditional concurrent copying GC algorithms, such as Halstead [1985] , in which mutators and collectors lock objects during the process of accessing them, modern concurrent copying GC algorithms use fine-grained synchronizations Moss 2001, 2003; McCloskey et al. 2008; Pizlo et al. 2007b Pizlo et al. , 2008 , for example, using a CAS instruction, for performance reasons and have the requirement of the lock-freedom of mutators. Their concurrent copying protocols are complicated and thus have uncertain correctness, in particular, under weak memory models. In fact, we found faults while investigating the property, as explained in Section 4.
We focused on one collector and one mutator in this paper because model checking under multiple mutators could not be completed within a reasonable memory and CPU time. In theory, there are no difficulties in processing multiple mutators, but increasing the number of mutators under weak memory models easily causes the state explosion problem. It is worth noting that the faults found in this study, explained in Section 4, are independent of the number of mutators, although there may exist unfound faults that occur only with two or more mutators.
To be able to process multiple mutators, it may be useful to impose additional assumptions/restrictions on mutators to mitigate the state explosion problem. For example, it is known that, if programs under TSO are data race free, they behave in the same manner as they would if they were run under SC [Owens 2010; Saraswat et al. 2007 ]. This cannot be directly applied to our scenario because there is a race between the mutator/collector, but it suggests that if multiple mutators are data race free with respect to each other, it may be possible to reduce the state space to be explored during model checking under TSO. However, we do not formally explore the possibilities because they are beyond the scope of this paper.
METHODOLOGY
We investigated the property described in Section 2 using bounded model checking with Mc-SPIN [Abe and Maeda 2014] . McSPIN receives a definition of the memory model, in addition to a model of the program to be checked, and checks all admissible execution traces in the memory model. More specifically, we defined six memory models, and constructed models for the heap and mutators as a common framework to check the wide range of concurrent copying protocols with McSPIN.
In this section, we describe the memory models and the common framework. The missing parts, that is, the models for concurrent copying protocols, are constructed in Section 4.
Memory Models
We defined six memory models for McSPIN and conducted model checking with them. The memory models are listed in Table 1 . They are combinations of the allowed orderings of memory accesses and the memory barrier effect provided by the CAS instruction.
We defined the following four commonly acknowledged orderings [Adve and Gharachorloo 1996]:
SC disallows any reordering. TSO allows write instructions to be reordered with subsequent read instructions. PSO allows reordering among write instructions in addition to TSO. RMO allows the reordering of any pair of read and write instructions. [Sarkar et al. 2011] and ARM [ARM 2016 ] are much more relaxed than our RMO. Although the memory models of PowerPC and ARM and our RMO share the property that the reordering of any pair of read and write instructions is allowed, there are two major differences: PowerPC and ARM support speculative execution whereas our RMO does not execute speculatively beyond conditional branches, and PowerPC and some versions of ARM [Flur et al. 2016] do not guarantee multi-copy-atomicity. In fact, we defined a memory model with speculative execution and conducted model checking with the model, but it was necessary to explore too large a state space to complete model checking with stock hardware. More specifically, simply allowing speculative execution on a particular conditional branch required more than 1 TB of memory for model checking . Regarding multi-copy-atomicity, this difference did not affect the results of our model checking because our models had only two threads: a collector and mutator. We defined two variations of CAS instructions:
• full memory barrier effect: complete all read or write instructions that appear preceding a CAS instruction in the program before executing the CAS instruction, and complete the execution of the CAS before executing its following read and write instructions; and • no memory barrier effect. Note that all memory operations included in the CAS instruction are assumed to be executed atomically. Additionally, note that the CAS instruction with no memory barrier effect still prohibits the reordering of memory access instructions that appear preceding the CAS and with those that follow the CAS if the target addresses of the memory access instructions are the same as the target of the CAS.
The combinations of SC and both variants of CAS are the same memory model because SC does not allow any reordering. The combinations of TSO and both variants of CAS are also the same memory model; hence, they yield the same execution traces. The CAS executes a read operation (R CAS ) followed by a write operation (W CAS ) atomically. As a requirement of TSO, an execution of any memory access instruction must complete before starting the W CAS operation; hence, it must complete before executing the CAS. Similarly, any memory access instruction cannot be executed until the R CAS operation completes; hence, it cannot be executed until the CAS completes.
The cmpxchg instruction of the x86 memory model is a counterpart of the CAS. PowerPC does not have a counterpart, but the manual [IBM 2015] shows an example of the CAS routine implemented using load-linked/store-conditional (LL/SC) instructions. This routine prohibits the execution of subsequent write instructions before the execution of the CAS routine.
Common Framework
To avoid the trouble of constructing an entire model from scratch for each concurrent copying protocol, we define a common framework that consists of common models of the heap (and the root set) and the mutators that are independent of differences among concurrent copying protocols. By simply defining the models for concurrent copying protocols and combining them with the common framework, we can conduct the model checking of the property mentioned in Section 2 with various concurrent copying protocols. More specifically, the models of concurrent copying protocols have to provide one collector thread and three mutator procedures. The task of the collector thread is to copy the object and update the local variable so that it points to the copy of the object. In the common framework, there exists a single object and single local variable, as we describe below. Please note that updating the local variable is not a task to be performed in the copy phase but in the flip phase. It is necessary, however, to let the mutator access the copy to check that the object has been copied properly.
The mutator procedures are as follows:
• read(o,v): the read barrier procedure, which reads the value from object o. The read value is returned to v.
• write (o,v) : the write barrier procedure, which writes value v to object o.
• yieldpoint(): the yieldpoint, which cooperates with the collector in various ways. The concurrent copying protocols can expect that the mutator calls the yieldpoint sufficiently frequently. Because mitigating the state explosion is a challenge in model checking, we made the common models of the common framework as small as possible. Our approach was to focus sharply on checking whether the values written by a mutator were ever lost in a manner that violated SC.
3.2.1 Heap and Root Set. Figure 1 shows the variable and objects in our common framework. The model has only a single local variable of the mutator (root). There are two pre-allocated copies of an object in the heap; one for the from-space object and the other for the to-space copy; for the Stopless algorithm, we needed to introduce another copy, but we will not elaborate on it here. Note that the mutator does not recognize that the object may have multiple copies. These copies are semantically (i.e., from the viewpoint of the mutator) a single object; hence, the mutator expects that it reads the value that it has written even if the collector switches the copy that is responsible for storing the up-to-date value.
The object has a single payload slot (data) and a header (GC header) for the garbage collector. The mutator writes zero or one to the payload slot. In the remainder of this subsection, we explain the features of this mutator model and the reasons why we used it.
First, the mutator model considers a static object graph. Because our interest is in the copy phase, and we assume that the set of objects to be copied has been determined in a previous phase, we did not consider the mutation of the object graph by the mutator. Furthermore, we did not model a memory allocator; instead, we assumed that the to-space copy had been allocated in some manner.
Second, the mutator model has a single object that has a single payload slot. Because we concentrated on cases of a single mutator, as mentioned in Section 2, we did not need to perform verification at multiple locations unless a collector processes multiple memory locations in a nonuniform manner (e.g., when processing two memory locations, a collector performs a CAS on one memory location and, if the CAS succeeds, does not perform another CAS on another memory location). It is worth noting that all the collectors addressed in this paper process multiple memory locations uniformly. A possibly unacceptable behavior of the mutator relevant to multiple locations in this situation is that two writes to different locations are observed to be committed in reverse order. However, if the mutator can always read the latest value written to each slot, which is a requirement of SC, such unacceptable behavior never occurs.
Third, we assumed that there was a single collector. If we verified with multiple collectors, model checking would require much more time and memory.
Mutator.
We restricted the mutator's behavior so as to mitigate the state explosion. Ideally, a mutator model that covers any mutator behavior has an infinite loop in which the mutator nondeterministically reads, writes, or calls the yieldpoint. However, it requires an exploration in infinite space. McSPIN unrolls every loop so that it can process reordering between memory access operations in different iterations. Even if there is no infinite loop, the longer the sequence of mutator's operations, the more time and memory model checking consumes.
Therefore, we defined two reasonable behavior scenarios for the mutator. Each of the two scenarios corresponds to items (1) and (2) of the property that we are investigating, as listed in Section 2:
WR The mutator writes a value different from the initial value to the slot and then it reads from the slot. In this scenario, we expect the mutator to read the value it has written. If the collector wrongly overwrites the mutator's value, or the mutator writes to the from-space object after the collector copies it, the initial value is read. RW The mutator reads from a slot and then it writes a value different from the initial value to the slot. In this scenario, we expect the mutator to read the initial value. The read and write operations are performed by calling the read and write procedures that the model for the concurrent copying protocol provides.
Some of the concurrent copying protocols that we verified required mutators that could answer a soft handshake for ragged synchronizations [Bacon et al. 2001] . Staccato requires two soft handshakes to complete copying the object. Therefore, we included two yieldpoints where the mutator could answer the handshake: at the head of each scenario and between the reads and writes.
The mutator models are like those shown in Figure 2 , which is for the WR scenario. The read(root, readval) procedure reads a slot of the object referred to by root and writes the read value in the local variable readval. ASSERT checks whether the read value is one, which is the value that the preceding write has written. It is worth noting that the ASSERT macro has a full memory barrier effect; thus, the read instruction completes before the assertion is tested. Thus, ASSERT may restrict the reordering of memory access instructions allowed by the memory model. To check all possible reordering, we added the łMcSPIN nondeterministicž annotation to assertion macros if they were between memory access instructions so that the model checker could check the execution paths in which the assertion macros were not executed.
Limitations
The common models of the common framework have several limitations:
• We investigated one of the correctness-related properties.
• The object graph in our model is tiny and fixed. Hence, memory allocation is out of scope.
• We consider the case of a single mutator and a single collector. • The mutator behaves in accordance with one of two fixed scenarios.
• McSPIN is a bounded model checker; thus, it only checks execution traces that have at most a given number of backward jumps; McSPIN executes the body of each while-loop once without spending the backward jump budget. Because of memory limitations, we set the number to zero. Thus, we did not verify execution traces that iterated do-while loop multiple times. Because of these limitations, even if the models of the concurrent copying protocols have errors, our model checking may fail to detect the errors.
Nevertheless, the results of our model checking are useful from both theoretical and practical perspectives. If the result was negative, that is, if our model checking determined a counterexample when investigating a property of a concurrent copying protocol, it is formally ensured that the algorithm definitely did not satisfy the property under the given memory model provided the model for the concurrent copying protocol was faithful. In fact, our model checking actually found real faults in two concurrent copying protocols, as explained in Section 4, and we were able to fix the faults. As mentioned above, we were not able to formally ensure that there were no other faults in the fixed algorithms, but we greatly increased confidence in the algorithms.
INVESTIGATING ALGORITHMS AND THEIR RESULTS
In this section, we report on our case study. We investigated the property mentioned in Section 2 of concurrent copying protocols of various concurrent copying GC algorithms. In the GC handbook [Jones et al. 2012 ] Section 19.7, Stopless, Staccato, Chicken, and Clover are introduced as real-time concurrent GC algorithms that move objects. We investigated the property of their concurrent copying protocols, in addition to that of Sapphire, which appears in Section 17.6 of the GC handbook. Although Sapphire is not a real-time GC, its concurrent copying protocol uses fine-grained synchronizations. In addition to the concurrent copying protocols with fine-grained synchronizations, we investigated the property of those with coarse-grained synchronizations. We used the following environment for model checking: The CPU was Core i7-6700K 4.00 GHz, memory was DDR4 32 GB with 300 GB swap on an Intel SSD 750 Series, and OS was Ubuntu 14.04.5. McSPIN used SPIN version 6.4.6 and GCC version 4.8.4. The largest model consumed 109 GB of memory to complete model checking.
Because we modeled all the concurrent copying protocols in a similar manner, we describe the details of modeling only in Section 4.1. 
Stopless
Stopless [Pizlo et al. 2007a ] is a concurrent compacting garbage collector that offers lock-freedom of mutators. Although the memory models this collector can run under were not specified, the experimental environment indicated that it supports the x86 memory model.
Algorithm.
The main idea of Stopless is that, when copying an object in the from-space to the to-space, it first copies the object to an intermediate object called a wide version, and then copies the wide version to the new copy in the to-space. It introduces the wide version because it enables asynchronous accesses by mutators and collectors. More specifically, each field of the wide version is associated with its status value, which indicates which copy of the object to access when accessing the field, that is, the original object, wide version, or new copy.
Because pseudocode was not provided in Pizlo et al. [2007a] , we wrote pseudocode to clarify the algorithm to be verified. Our pseudocode for Stopless is shown in Algorithm 1, where copy is the procedure used by the collector to copy object o, and o[f] is the field at offset f in object o.
First, the collector allocates a wide version (wide) and installs the forwarding pointer. As we describe below, the mutator may also allocate a wide version. The forwarding pointer is installed 1 / * object * / 2 #define FROM_OBJECT 0 3 #define WIDE_OBJECT 1 4 #define TO_OBJECT 2 5 / * heap * / 6 int from_fwd = FROM_OBJECT; 7 int from_data = INITIAL_VALUE; 8 int wide_fwd = FROM_OBJECT; 9 int wide_data = UNINITIALISED; 10 int to_fwd = FROM_OBJECT; 11 int to_data = UNINITIALISED; using the CAS to resolve the data race. Then, the collector fills the wide version by copying from o. Again, the wide version field is updated using the double-word CAS instruction (CASW) to resolve the race with the mutator writing to the same field. Throughout this paper, CAS and CASW in algorithms represent the CAS instructions that atomically write the third argument to the location indicated by the first argument and return true if the value of the location is the same as that of the second argument, or return false otherwise. Note that we also use CAS to represent the CAS instruction in models, that is, in figures, but it returns whether it succeeded through the fourth argument.
Once all fields of the wide version are filled, the collector allocates the to-space copy and installs the pointer pointing at the to-space copy in the forwarding pointer field of the wide version. Then, the collector copies each field to the to-space copy. After copying each field, it updates the status word to IN_COPY using CASW that asserts that the value in the payload field is unchanged. When all the payload fields have been copied, the collector updates the forwarding pointer field of the from-space object with the pointer to the to-space copy. Thus, the mutator can access the to-space copy without accessing the wide version.
The read barrier procedure (read) activated during the copy phase reads the value in field f of object o. To read from the up-to-date location of the field, it first reads the forwarding pointer, and, if the forwarding pointer points to the wide version, it further reads the status word.
The write barrier procedure (write) activated during the copy phase writes value v to field f of object o. The write barrier pushes the collection ahead; it creates a wide version for the object on behalf of the collector if the collector has not yet done so. Thus, the forwarding pointer is installed using the CAS. Regardless of whether the up-to-date location of the field is in the from-space object or wide version, the write barrier writes to the wide version and updates the status word to IN_WIDE simultaneously. If the up-to-date location is in the to-space object, it writes to the to-space object with a plain write.
Models.
In this subsection, we explain the models that we used for checking Stopless. Figure 3 shows the heap model for Stopless. Each copy of the object is identified by an integer, which models the memory address of the copy. Because Stopless creates a temporary wide version of the object being copied, we used three object identifiers, 0, 1, and 2, for FROM_OBJECT, WIDE_OBJECT, and TO_OBJECT, respectively. Each copy of the object has a GC header, which includes a forwarding pointer, and payload field. The forwarding pointer fields of the from-space, wide version, and to-space objects are modeled by from_fwd, wide_fwd, and to_fwd, respectively. The initial value of from_fwd is the from-space object itself as it is in Stopless. Because the wide version and the to-space copy are not allocated at the beginning of the copy phase in reality, we used FROM_OBJECT as the initial values of wide_fwd and to_fwd so that we could detect an initialization failure for these fields. Both fields should be initialized with the pointers to the to-space copy when the to-space copy is allocated. Note that memory allocation is not considered in the model. We made the mutator's private variable (root) a shared variable so that the collector could flip it.
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Tomoharu Ugawa, Tatsuya Abe, and Toshiyuki Maeda Figure 4 shows the collector model for Stopless. The collector function copies the object modeled using from_fwd and from_data. Because the model does not consider memory allocation, the first operation is the installation of the forwarding pointer using CAS_NORET, which is a CAS model used when it does not matter whether the CAS succeeds. Then, the value in the slot of the from-space object is copied to the wide version using the double-word CAS instruction. To express this instruction, we combined the payload and status word into a single integer using the WIDE macro. Once the model has copied the value in the slot of the from-space object, or observed the failure of the double-word CAS indicating that the mutator has written to the wide version, it allocates the to-space copy and installs a pointer pointing at the to-space copy into the forwarding pointer fields of the wide version and the to-space copy. Again, as our model does not consider memory allocation, it merely writes TO_OBJECT to wide_fwd and to_fwd. It then copies the field of the wide version to the to-space copy and completes copying by updating the status word of the wide version. Because the mutator may update the payload field, this copy may need to be retried. Once the up-to-date locations of all slots (although the object has only a single slot) have been moved to the to-space copy, the model updates the forwarding pointer field of the from-space object with the pointer to the to-space copy. The copy phase then finishes, and the collector model flips the mutator's root (root). Figure 5 shows the read and write barrier models for Stopless. The read and write inline functions are models of the read and write barriers. Because Stopless does not need a soft handshake, the model of the yieldpoint is an empty function, which Figure 5 does not show.
We did not use a direct approach, for example, the array lookup, to model indirect memory access, such as reading from the forwarding pointer field of the object pointed to from obj. Instead, we dispatched a routine that read from the appropriate scalar variable. This is because the calculation of array indices expands the state space to be explored.
The read function reads the value from the slot of object obj and returns the value through the argument retval, which is a call-by-name argument. First, the read barrier reads the forwarding pointer from the header of the object to which obj points. If obj is FROM_OBJECT, then the read barrier reads the forwarding pointer from from_fwd. Otherwise, we assert that to_fwd is TO_OBJECT using ASSERT_EQ because obj should be TO_OBJECT and the forwarding pointer of the to-space copy should have been initialized to point to the copy itself. The modeling of the remainder of the read barrier is straightforward. The modeling of the write barrier is also straightforward. Note that we omitted guard testing the forwarding pointer field of the from-space object preceding the CAS that installs the forwarding pointer because this test is performed in the CAS anyway. Table 2 shows the results. A checkmark indicates that verification succeeded, that is, the mutator successfully read the expected value and no assertions in the read and write barriers failed.
Results and Findings. The row labeled łStoplessž in
TSO with the CAS providing the full memory barrier effect showed no error. Given that Stopless was evaluated on an x86 system [Pizlo et al. 2007a ], this is not surprising. Unexpectedly, model checking with weaker memory models also succeeded when the CAS provided the full memory barrier effect.
We examined a counterexample, that is, an execution trace that violated an assertion. In an execution of WR with the PSO-no memory model, the assertion in the read barrier on line 21 in Figure 5 failed. This was because the collector's initialization of to_fwd on line 15 in Figure 4 was delayed until after updating root on line 27. This counterexample modeled the failure that delays the installion of the forwarding pointer until the flip phase. This failure is unlikely to occur in real implementations because GC implementers usually implement some synchronizations between 
phases. We inserted a full memory barrier before flipping, that is, uncommented McSPIN_fence() on line 26 in Figure 4 . We still found a similar error after inserting this memory barrier: the collector's write to wide_fwd on line 13 in Figure 4 was delayed until after updating from_fwd on line 25, and assertions on wide_fwd in the read and write barriers in Figure 5 failed. This failure indicates that a memory barrier is required after installing a forwarding pointer. We modified the model so that the collector performed a full memory barrier after installing forwarding pointers, that is, uncommented McSPIN_fence() on line 14 in Figure 4 .
Again, we found another counterexample with a subtle failure: the mutator read the initial value (zero) after writing one. This happened in the following execution.
(1) The collector copied the initial value (zero) from the from-space object to the wide version.
(2) The collector started copying from the wide version to the to-space copy; it read zero from wide_data and attempted to write it to to_data on line 20 in Figure 4 . However, the completion of the write was delayed. (3) The collector updated the status word in the wide version with IN_COPY on line 22.
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We inserted another full memory barrier after the collector wrote to to_data, that is, uncommented McSPIN_fence() on line 21 in Figure 4 . Model checking after this modification with all memory models for both scenarios revealed no errors, as shown in the row labeled łStopless (for RMO)ž in Table 2 .
The full memory barriers we added correspond to the following timings in Algorithm 1:
(1) after the collector installs a forwarding pointer in the wide version; and (2) after the collector writes to each field of the to-space copy.
Inserting memory barriers does not violate the lock-freedom of mutators. Furthermore, because these memory barriers were added only in the collector, the mutator's throughput was not affected.
Chicken and Staccato
Chicken [Pizlo et al. 2008] and Staccato [McCloskey et al. 2008 ] are concurrent copying algorithms that are based on the same idea: the collector copies each object optimistically, and if a mutator writes to the object during copying, then copying is aborted. These algorithms offer the waitfreedom of mutators. In this paper, we say that GC offers the łwait-freedom of mutatorsž if the read and write operations of any mutator can make progress. Chicken was implemented in the Bartok system, which is a CLI compiler and its runtime. Its authors evaluated the performance on an x86 CPU; although they mentioned LL/SC instructions, which are often implemented in weaker memory models, such as PowerPC. Staccato is łsuitable for both strongly and weakly ordered multiprocessorsž [McCloskey et al. 2008] , in particular, it seems, for supporting PowerPC because the authors mentioned the sync instruction of PowerPC.
4.2.1 Algorithm. We first explain the simpler algorithm, Chicken, and then we explain the difference between Chicken and Staccato.
The key concept of Chicken is that it introduces a status flag to an object that indicates that the object is being copied, but the copy is not complete. More specifically, a collector sets the flag when copying starts, and a mutator checks the flag when writing to the object. If the flag is not set, the write is performed on the from-space object or the to-space object, according to the forwarding pointer. If the flag is set, the copy is aborted. Figure 6 shows the state transition of an object in Chicken. At first, the object is in the IDLE state. In this state, the up-to-date locations of all fields of the object are in the from-space object. When the collector starts copying, it proceeds to the COPYING state. After the collector has copied all fields, it proceeds to the COPIED state; from that time, the up-to-date locations of all fields of the object are in the to-space copy. If the object is in the COPYING state, the mutator may not write to the object; the mutator has to move the object's state back to the IDLE state before writing; Staccato disallows reading from COPYING state objects, in addition to writing. The transition from the COPYING state is performed atomically.
Algorithm 2 shows the pseudocode for Chicken. The role of each procedure is the same as the corresponding role in Stopless. The lines marked # are from Staccato. They do not appear in Chicken. We simplified the pseudocode so that the collector copies a single object for simplicity, as was done previously [Pizlo et al. 2008] . 
First, in the preparation step, the collector asserts that it is about to copy the object by setting the COPYING flag in a spare bit of the forwarding pointer. The collector then initiates SoftHandshake with each mutator. The mutators answer at yieldpoints, which are outside the write barrier. This ensures that all write barriers that observe the COPYING flag as being unset complete. In the copy step, the collector allocates the to-space copy and copies the object as a whole. If a mutator attempts to write to the object during copying, the mutator resets the COPYING flag before writing to the object. If the collector completes copying before any mutator resets the COPYING flag, it commits the copy by simultaneously clearing the COPYING flag and installing the pointer to the to-space copy into the forwarding pointer field.
Thus, the collector committing the copy and a mutator writing to the object may race. Chicken resolves this race using the CAS. If the collector loses the race, the collector does not copy the object until the next GC cycle, that is, an attempt to copy the object is performed only once in a single GC cycle.
Staccato is similar to Chicken in the sense that it uses a copy status flag in the same manner as Chicken, but the key difference is that it performs additional synchronizations to manage weaker memory models than Chicken, as mentioned above. All of the differences are listed as follows:
• The collector has extra synchronizations, which are indicated by the # mark in Algorithm 2.
• The collector sets the COPYING flag using the CAS; this is to resolve the race between collectors because Staccato supports parallel collectors.
• Not only the write barrier but also the read barrier resets the COPYING flag. The read and write barriers determine the up-to-date version of the target object by calling access, as shown in Algorithm 3. They then read or write the up-to-date version of the object using a plain read or write.
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• The soft handshake requires the mutator to perform a memory read synchronization.
Models.
Most parts of the models for the collector and the read and write barriers are constructed straightforwardly in a similar manner to those for Stopless. The complete models are shown in the appendix. We focus on the parts that are unlike those for Stopless.
We used the McSPIN_acq_fence and McSPIN_rel_fence constructs for modeling ReadSync and WriteSync in Algorithm 2. McSPIN_acq_fence prohibits reordering between preceding read instructions and following memory access instructions, and McSPIN_rel_fence prohibits reordering between preceding memory access instructions and following write instructions. For the atomic read in the access barrier, we used a read surrounded by special memory barriers that prevent the read from being reordered with other memory access instructions whose targets are the forwarding pointer. Without these barriers, the atomic read can be reordered with other reads from the forwarding pointer under RMO, although there are no such reads in the model for Staccato because of control dependency and CAS. Figure 7 shows the model for the soft handshake. The collector initiates a soft handshake by setting shared variable hs_req to true. At each yield point, the mutator polls the variable. If it is true, the mutator performs a memory read synchronization (McSPIN_acq_fence) and answers by resetting hs_req.
Results and Findings.
As expected, the results for Chicken were negative for memory models weaker than TSO, as shown in the row labeled łChickenž in Table 2 . The resulting counterexamples were, however, different from those that we expected. The counterexamples indicated that a memory barrier after the installation of the forwarding pointer in the to-space copy was needed as the case of Stopless with weak memory models. We resolved this problem by inserting a full memory barrier and conducted model checking for the modified Chicken model. Then, the modified Chicken model still exhibited errors, as we expected. The resulting counterexamples indicated that the mutator read an unexpected value. This indicates that the ordering among stores is mandatory.
Surprisingly, Staccato also showed errors as a result of model checking with memory models weaker than TSO, as shown in the row labeled łStaccatož in Table 2 .
We examined a counterexample for the WR scenario under the PSO-full memory model. The mutator read the initial value zero from the to-space copy after the following steps:
(1) The mutator started the execution of the write barrier and confirmed that the COPYING flag had not been set. (2) The collector set the COPYING flag and started the soft handshake. (3) The mutator attempted to write one to the from-space object, but this write was delayed. (4) The mutator answered the soft handshake while the write in Step 3 was pending.
(5) The collector copied from the from-space object to the to-space copy. The copied value was the initial value. (6) The write in Step 3 finally completed and one was written to the from-space object. (7) The collector installed the forwarding pointer into the to-space copy.
The mutator's write should have been completed before the collector's copy.
We could insert a memory barrier in the write barrier so that mutator writes are executed immediately. Performing memory barriers frequently, however, imposes a large performance penalty. We thus modified our model so that the mutator performed McSPIN_rel_fence when the mutator answered the soft handshake. At that point, the model already had McSPIN_acq_fence (line 4 in Figure 7 ). Thus, we replaced it with a full memory barrier, as indicated by the comment in Figure 7 . As a result, model checking with PSO and RMO did not reveal errors, as shown in the row labeled łStaccato (fix with fence)ž in Table 2 .
We tried to weaken this fence. We replaced McSPIN_acq_fence with McSPIN_rel_fence, and Staccato still revealed no error, as shown in the row labeled łStaccato (fix with rel_fence)ž in Table 2 .
Note that McCloskey et al. [2008] is unclear about the fence required at the point of the error. Although McCloskey et al. [2008] states that łall mutators will have performed a memory read synchronizationž at the second step in Section 3.2.1, their implementation seems to use a full fence. The paper also states the followings: łOn weakly ordered machines, the ragged barriers must perform memory-fence operations (e.g. sync on the PowerPC).ž The GC handbook [Jones et al. 2012 ] interpreted it as a read fence, which is a reasonable interpretation of McCloskey et al. [2008] if one does not actually look at the resulting code. The present paper reasonably models that as an acquire fence. The model checker showed this to be incorrect. On manual re-examination, this is not universally surprising because the code implied by Jones et al. [2012] does not actually look very plausible to experts in weak memory models.
In addition to the above, there is another unclear point in McCloskey et al. [2008] . McCloskey et al. [2008] states that the collector performs ła memory write synchronizationž at the third step in Section 3.2.1, but this is inconsistent with the corresponding pseudocode that uses łreadSync. ž
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The present paper models it as a memory read synchronization because GC handbook [Jones et al. 2012 ] interpreted it as a łread fencež.
Clover
Clover [Pizlo et al. 2008 ] is a concurrent copying GC algorithm that usually provides a wait-freedom of mutators, but it blocks the mutators with very low probability. Although the memory models this collector can run under are not specified, the experimental environment indicates that it supports the x86 memory model. 4.3.1 Algorithm. The basic idea of Clover is to choose a random value α and assume that it seldom occurs that a mutator writes the chosen value. Unless a mutator writes α to an object, a collector can use the value α for notifying a mutator that a field of an object that is being copied has been copied without blocking synchronizations. More specifically, when copying a field of an object in the from-space to the to-space, the collector sets the value α to the field in the from-space after it copies the field. Then, the mutator is able to know whether to follow the forwarding pointer of the object by checking whether the field is equal to α. If the mutator writes α to the object, the mutator blocks until the copy phase completes.
Algorithm 4 shows the pseudocode for Clover. The copy procedure copies object o to the to-space. This procedure assumes that the memory to which o is copied has been allocated, and a pointer to the address has been installed into the forwarding pointer field o.forward. This procedure also assumes that all the to-space locations are initialized to α. Pizlo et al. [2008] described the pseudocode for copying a single field. Thus, we added an outer loop so that the copy procedure copies an object as the pseudocode for other algorithms shown in this paper.
After the collector copies a field, it writes α to the field of the from-space copy. If the value that a mutator reads is α, the mutator reads the up-to-date value from the to-space copy. To resolve a data race between the collector writing α and a mutator writing a value, both write using the CAS.
There are two corner cases. First, the mutator may write α. In this unfortunate case, the mutator is blocked until the copy phase ends. Second, a from-space object has value α before a GC cycle starts. Fortunately, the collector can merely skip copying this field as shown by the lines marked # in Algorithm 4 because all the fields of the to-space copy are initialized to α. The consideration of the second case is not described in the paper [Pizlo et al. 2008 ]. As we mentioned before, the authors provided pseudocode for copying a single field. The pseudocode does not contain the lines marked # in Algorithm 4. We could not find any description of managing this case in the text, either. As we describe later, we found this corner case from the counterexample produced by model checking, although this is not relevant to the memory model.
Models.
We modeled Clover in a similar manner to other algorithms. Figure 8 shows the collector model and mutator subroutines. The lines marked # in Figure 8 correspond to those in Algorithm 4. The complete models are shown in the appendix.
Because GC implementers can choose a value for α arbitrarily, we constructed three models that used different values of α. Our mutator scenarios consider two values, an initial value (zero) and the values the mutator writes (zero and one). Therefore, we chose 0, 1, and 2 for α for each model.
A subtle part of Clover is that the mutator may block in the write barrier until the copy phase ends. We introduced global variable phase to indicate the current phase in the same manner as the original algorithm [Pizlo et al. 2008] . Initially, it indicates the COPY phase. When the collector has copied the object, it sets phase to IDLE, and then performs a soft handshake with the mutator (see Section 4.2 for the details of the soft handshake). When the mutator blocks in WaitUntilCopyingEnds, it polls phase while calling yieldpoint. / * Assume that the memory to which o is copied has been allocated, and a pointer to the address have been installed to o.forward. Additionally, assume that all fields of the copy has been initialized to a certain value α. * / copy(o):
foreach ( 4.3.3 Results and Findings. We constructed models and conducted model checking. As a result, we found an error in the model whose α was the initial value (zero) as shown in the rows labeled łCloverž in Table 2 . This error occurred even with SC. It is worth noting that, in our modeling of Clover, zero does not model the value that a newly allocated object has but a value that an object has in a field by chance before GC. We fixed the model, as mentioned in Section 4.3.1.
We again conducted model checking. As we expected, the fixed model showed errors during model checking with PSO and RMO if the CAS did not provide the memory barrier effect, as shown 53:20 Tomoharu Ugawa, Tatsuya Abe, and Toshiyuki Maeda in the rows labeled łClover(fix)ž in Table 2 . Note that, when α was zero, the model did not show errors by chance.
The counterexamples demonstrated that the cause of the error was that the mutator observed that the collector installed α into the from-space object on line 11 in Figure 8 before it observed the collector write the value of the from-space object to the to-space copy on line 9. After we inserted McSPIN_fence before the collector installed α into the from-space object on line 10, model checking with PSO and RMO with the CAS that had no memory barrier effect did not show errors, as shown in the rows labeled łClover(for RMO)ž in Table 2 .
Sapphire
Sapphire was proposed by Moss [2001, 2003] . The authors did not specify a particular memory model, but they specified lines that should be executed in order in their pseudocode. proposed a variant of Sapphire for the x86 Haswell processor. In this section, we consider both algorithms.
4.4.1 Algorithm. The key of Sapphire is to maintain an invariant that a from-space object always, even after the object has been copied, has the up-to-date location. As a result of this invariant, the mutator can read from from-space objects without read barriers. The write barrier, however, has to write to both the from-space object and its to-space copy to keep the from-space object and its to-space copy consistent. The collector needs to be careful not to overwrite the value that the mutator has written to the to-space copy with a stale value.
Algorithm 5 shows the pseudocode for Sapphire of Hudson and Moss [2003] . Hudson and Moss introduced the mark, allocate, and copy phases separately, and demonstrated a technique to merge these phases. We concentrated on the separated copy phase. Thus, the forwarded flag was omitted from Algorithm 5. The lines marked with a dollar sign ($) are specified to be executed in order. The copy procedure assumes that the memory for the to-space copy has been allocated, and the pointer to the to-space copy can be obtained by calling ForwardingInfo. In the copy phase, the mutators keep using the from-space objects. Hence, the mutators can freely read from the from-space objects. For writes, the mutators are required to cooperate with the collector; they write the same value to both the original object and to-space copy. More specifically, they first write a value to the original object and then write the same value to the to-space copy. Note that, when a mutator writes a pointer, it does not write the same value but an equivalent to-space pointer, that is, when it writes a pointer pointing at an object X into a from-space object Y , it writes a pointer pointing at the to-space copy of X to the to-space copy of Y . We omitted this special treatment of pointers from Algorithm 5 because we do not consider pointers in this paper. Thus, the collector copying a field and the mutator writing to the field may race. Therefore, the collector checks after copying if the to-space copy has the latest value, which is in the from-space object. If the check fails MAX_CYCLES times, it falls back to the copying protocol that uses the LL/SC instructions. is similar to Algorithm 5, but it does not have the protocol that uses the LL/SC. It also permits reordering and has a fence after the line of vo = o[f] in the copy procedure.
Results and Findings.
We modeled Sapphire straightforwardly. We inserted full memory barriers between reads and writes that were specified to be executed in order. Note that McSPIN provides LL/SC instructions. The complete models are shown in the appendix. Unlike the concurrent copying protocols that we checked in the prior sections, Sapphire does not use the CAS. Thus, we conducted model checking against memory models only with the CAS that provided the full memory barrier effect. As a result, we ensured that Hudson and Moss [2003] worked with all the memory models and worked only with SC and TSO. The results are shown in Table 2 . 
Other GC Algorithms
We investigated the property that we mentioned in Section 2 of concurrent copying protocols with coarse-grained synchronizations. Some of the GC algorithms that we investigated stop all mutators at yieldpoints while collectors are executing a critical section. We modeled the critical section of the collector using an atomic block. Instead of forcing the mutator to block at a yieldpoint, we ceased the execution path if the atomic block was executed when the mutator was not at a yieldpoint. As shown in Table 2 , none of the protocols showed errors. Below, we provide the notes for modeling.
Baker: Halstead [1985] proposed a Baker-style [Baker 1979 ] mostly concurrent GC algorithm. It copies all objects directly pointed to from the root set atomically at the beginning of GC. Thus, GC finished atomically in our framework. Replication GC: Replication GC [Nettles and O'Toole 1993; Nettles et al. 1992 ] constructs a replica of the object graph in the to-space while the mutators are using the from-space. When a mutator writes to from-space objects, this event is notified to the collector through the mutation log, on which the collector and mutators synchronize. The collector applies the mutator's updates to the to-space copies. Compressor: Compressor [Kermany and Petrank 2006] and Pauseless [Azul 2008 ] use pagelevel synchronization using the page protection mechanism of the OS and/or hardware. We modeled page protection using a shared flag. Because Pauseless copies the root objects atomically in the same manner as Baker, GC finished atomically in our framework. Schism: In Schism [Pizlo et al. 2010] , each object consists of at most three parts: a sentinel, spine, and payload fragments. Only spines have non-uniform sizes, and hence, need to be moved for defragmentation, but they are immutable. Thus, the values the mutators write are never lost.
RELATED WORK
There are few works on the formal and mechanical verification of concurrent copying GC against weak memory models. Except our previous work ], which we mention later, the most connected work is Gammie et al. [2015] . The authors proved the safety of the collector of Doligez and Gonthier [1994] under the x86 TSO memory model. Their work is different from ours in three respects: First, they did not consider copying. Second, they used a single memory model. Third, they proved safety using the proof assistant Isabelle/HOL, whereas our approach used model checking. Vechev et al. [2007] verified the correctness of auto-generated probably correct concurrent mark sweep algorithms. Unlike our bounded model checking, they introduced a sound abstraction based on shape analysis (Sagiv et al. [2002] ) to represent an unbounded number of heap locations using a bounded abstract representation. However, they did not discuss memory models. Hawblitzel and Petrank [2009] verified a copying collector and a mark sweep collector using the Z3 theorem prover. The collectors were not concurrent collectors. proposed a method for implementing weak references in on-the-fly collectors and verified their proposed method using model checking. Their model checking was not memory model conscious. GC algorithms have sometimes been proposed with a formal discussion of correctness. Doligez and Gonthier [1994] proposed an on-the-fly garbage collector with a formal proof of correctness. Sapphire [Hudson and Moss 2003 ] discussed the correctness of its concurrent copying protocol.
There exist some studies that include the verification of not only garbage collectors but also concurrent data structures. Burckhardt et al. [Burckhardt et al. 2007 ] developed CheckFence, which statically checks the consistency of data type implementations for given bounded test programs and memory models, and found several bugs by modeling five concurrent data structures in the CBMC [Kroening and Tautschnig 2014] style. They also demonstrated ablation experiments by inserting/removing some memory fences. However, they considered only two memory models, SC and their own memory model, which is stronger than TSO/PSO/RMO, but weaker than the memory model of PowerPC because it lacks multi-copy-atomicity [Sarkar et al. 2011] , and implemented one type of CAS. In this paper, we considered six memory models. Norris and Demsky [2013] , Ou and Demsky [2017] , and Travkin et al. [2013] demonstrated the verification of several concurrent data structures, such as concurrent queues. However, Norris and Demsky [2013] and Ou and Demsky [2017] considered the C/C++ memory model [ISO/IEC 14882:2011 2011 ISO/IEC 9899:2011 2011 only, and Travkin et al. [2013] considered TSO only. An objective of our paper is to conduct model checking of concurrent copying protocols with various memory models, and distinguish the behaviors of the protocols with one memory model from those with another memory model.
Memory model-conscious model checking has been actively studied [Jonsson 2008; Linden and Wolper 2010; Yang et al. 2005] , and model checkers are being developed [Abdulla et al. 016l; Abe and Maeda 2014; Travkin and Wehrheim 2016] . Additionally, existing model checkers have been extended to support weak memory models [Tomasco et al. 2016; van der Berg 2013] . However, these works considered only small models, such as mutual exclusion algorithms and competition benchmarks [SV-COMP 2016] . To the best of our knowledge, there have been no works that have investigated a property of larger models comparable to those that we have constructed in this paper, except for that by . improved the McSPIN model checker to reduce its space exploration and evaluated it using the preliminary (and limited) version of our models as benchmarks. Ridge [2010] , Ferreira et al. [2010] , Vafeiadis et al. [Lahav and Vafeiadis 2015; Turon et al. 2014; Vafeiadis and Narayan 2013] , Abe et al. Maeda 2016, 2017] , and Kaiser et al. [2017] proposed logic for weak memory models. Furthermore, Alexander J. Summers [2017] proposed automatic verification using separation logic for the C11 memory model, and demonstrated the verification of several programs. However, these are different approaches from our approach, which is model checking with weak memory models.
CONCLUSION
We investigated a correctness-related property of concurrent copying protocols of various concurrent copying GC algorithms. We used the McSPIN model checker and conducted bounded model checking with six memory models. In this wide range of case studies, we found faults in two concurrent copying protocols and were able to fix them; Staccato did not work correctly under PSO and RMO, and Clover did not work even under SC; the problem with Clover is not relevant to memory models. We also modified the concurrent copying protocol of Stopless so that it works under memory models other than those that the original Stopless assumes, that is, PSO and RMO with the CAS providing no memory barrier effect. To fix and modify concurrent copying protocols, we added memory barriers one by one in the models by referencing the counterexamples generated by McSPIN. Whenever we added a memory barrier, we checked the modified model. This was possible because McSPIN fully automatically checked the property in a reasonable time: approximately an hour for a long case. One might want to prove a theorem to be totally confident about the correctness. However, it might not be as easy as translating an algorithm into a model for non-experts, even using proof assistants. These experiences demonstrated that bounded model checking is a feasible approach to investigate behavioral properties of concurrent copying protocols under weak memory models.
Although we demonstrated the feasibility of bounded model checking, there are still several limitations. In this study, we investigated one correctness-related property: the values written by the mutator are never lost in a way that violates SC. Although this property is important in the copy phase, to guarantee the correctness of the entire concurrent copying GC, investigating other properties, such as safety and progress, is necessary. Studying the mechanical verification of other correctness-related properties in all the phases, including the mark and flip phases, and developing automated verification of the entire practical concurrent copying GC is future work. We also limited the target of verification to the behavior of one collector and one mutator. In theory, there are no difficulties in considering multiple collectors and multiple mutators, but it could not be completed within a reasonable memory and CPU time. Improving modeling techniques, for example, using abstraction, may enable us to verify such programs within a reasonable memory size, and this is future work. Additionally, we did not directly consider real-world memory models defined by real CPU architectures, although the memory models considered in this paper represent the essential characteristics of real-world memory models, as explained in Section 3.1. The direct management of real-world memory models is on our list of future work.
